The trend of recent researches, in which synthetic biology and white technology through system approaches based on "Omics technology" are recognized as the ground of biotechnology, indicates the coming of the 'metagenome era' that accesses the genomes of all microbes aiming at the understanding and industrial application of the whole microbial resources. The remarkable advance of technologies for digging out and analyzing metagenome is enabling not only practical applications of metagenome but also system approaches on a mixed-genome level based on accumulated information. In this situation, the present review is purposed to introduce the trends and methods of research on metagenome and to examine big science led by related resources in the future.
Introduction
Microbes have existed on earth for over 3.8 billion years, and have the most extensive bio-diversity, occupying over 60% of the total biomass. They have proliferated in the ecosystem on earth for a long age and evolved fi ttingly to various habitats including extreme environments. Accordingly, their taxonomical species and metabolic functions are also very diverse, and therefore they are a treasure of resources with infi nite value in researches and applications [1] . Since the appearance of mankind on earth, microbes and mankind have maintained a close relationship through thousands of years. The existence of microbes was fi rst found by Anton van Leeuwenhoek in 1673, and a large numbers of prototypes have been presented to provide bio-resources and clues for the applications of microbes in human health, agriculture and industry as well as for scientifi c researches on ecosystem function, global biogeochemical cycle, the origin and evolution of life [2, 3] . However, microbial species known to have led the bio-industry and the functions of ecosystem are only culturable ones estimated to be less than 1% of microbes existing in the natural niches, and most of microbes are recognized as VBNC (viable but non-culturable) species. Accordingly, new attempts to overcome the limitation of pure culture and to explore the total microbial resource have formed a research area, and the potential of related researches have induced a new paradigm shift [4, 5] .
Metagenomics is a research area that studies metagenome, the mixed genomes of all microorganisms existing in a certain environment. It extracts DNA from various microbial communities and analyzes the structure and function of genomes using molecular techniques based on cloning. With the coming of the 'Omics' age in the 21 [st] century as mentioned above, the science of analyzing and utilizing natural ecological communities is called metagenomics, ecological genomics or environmental genomics [6] . That is, metagenomics is a microbial community analysis method to approach microbial genomes, which goes beyond the limitation of pure culture technologies and thus does not rely on pure culture. Through research in this area, we can measure microbial diversity, dig out unidentifi ed functional genes and understand bio-ecosystem through a window to microbial genome contents in a specifi c environment, and ultimately can explore useful genetic resources and apply them industrially and medically.
Since Torvisk [7] proposed environmental genome extraction without sorting out cells in 1980, cloning using the genomes of uncultured organisms was attempted in 1991 and related technologies have made remarkable progress. Thus, research on metagenome has been settled as a part of biological studies [8] . Metagenomic research has been activated by the development of genome manipulating technologies, and despite its short history, new functional genes, proteins and bio-active substances have been mined and comprehensive understanding has been attained on the ecology and physiology of microbes. Accordingly, it has become inevitable to readjust the scope of application in the entire range of biotechnology based on potential values of metagenome [9] . During its early period, metagenomics was mainly focused on phylogenetic analysis for measuring biodiversity, but with the development of screening and cloning techniques for obtaining genes from uncultivable strains, researchers began to produce results for various purposes. Based on such results, researches for getting more useful genes (genomes) have become common and related information has been increasing explosively [6] . In addition, huge amount of metagenome sequence information from the researches is integrated using bioinformatic research tools [10, 11] .
The present study is purposed to review progress in research methods related to metagenome and the trends of research for the application of metagenome, and to discuss the movements of big science formed through approaches to the hidden microbial world.
I. Current status of metagenome researches
The diversity of biological species in metagenome is measured usually through sequence-driven analysis, and research on microbial ecological functions and screening of novel biocatalysts are performed through sequence homology based-and activity-based approaches (Fig. 1) . Research on metagenome begins with the extraction of DNA from environmental samples and goes through the analysis of libraries prepared by cloning in appropriate vectors. Library preparation is the most basic means of metagenome research but, at the same time, this stage provides many hurdles and restrictions on the discovery of useful genes or metabolites. Existing strategies for library construction use a limited range of host cells based on available information, so they cannot suitably access metagenome of extensive diversity [9] . In particular, problems in expression and regulation resulting from the structural differences between known ORF and unassigned URF result very unfavorable condition in fi nding the activity of new resources [12] . Nevertheless, metagenome is the most promising candidate for exploring new biological resources and therefore there will be continuous studies for refi ning strategies and developing new methods and technologies. Given that the possibility and frequency of fi nding novel genes, bio-catalysts and metabolites through traditional pure culture technology are decreasing gradually, exploration of resources hidden in metagenome as a treasure of new resources is expected to provide a new breakthrough.
a. Sequence-driven analysis Homology-based screening, which is the basis for useful sequence-based gene exploration, is a process of screening target genes based on conserved residues, motifs and domains using PCR or hybridization [13, 14] . It has found many genes that encode individual enzymes. As it relies on conserved sequence patterns, this method cannot screen non-homologous enzymes and enzymes with specifi c functions as a result of convergent evolution. However, when compared to activity-based screening, it is advantageous in that it can screen regardless of the gene expression in the host, namely, regardless of the genetic regulation and folding landscape of the host. Recently, beyond the probing of individual genes, attention is paid to the whole sequencing of a large clone with high probability of containing useful ORF, which also provided for the simultaneous fi nding of operon or gene cluster [15] .
The results of phylogenetic analysis, gene prediction and annotation on the sequence of genomes extracted from environmental samples and, furthermore, the results of metabolic assembly through genome reconstruction give not only the understanding of microbial ecology and physiology but also the expectation that we can explore useful genetic resources and the whole pathway of specifi c compounds in-vivo [16] . With the development of the cloning of large genome fragments (>3-500 kb) and technology related to automated sequencing including PCR, it is now possible to analyze individual species in the whole community of uncultivable strains and to understand the functions of microbial communities in habitats [2, 16] . In particular, the fi nding of proteorhodopsin by Beja et al. clarifi ed a major provider of energy fl ow in ecosystem [17] , and consequently, a fundamental revision of the geochemical cycle is demanded. What is more, beginning with Tyson [18] and Venter [19] , environmental shotgun sequencing such as human gut [20] and waste water sludge [21] stimulated interest in the diversity of microbial genomes and indwelling metabolic gene families, thus enabled the fundamental understanding of population diversity and community functions in specifi c environmental niches [22] . However, genome reconstruction in the state of mixed genomes through sequence-driven analysis has still many diffi culties due to technological restrictions on the assembly system for thousands of contigs [10] . Accordingly, we need to develop new methods for gene assigning and phylogenetic classification such as Kohonen's self-organizing map (SOM) [ 23] and PhyloPythia [24] , and to build effi cient on-line public databases for storing, comparing and analyzing extensive information.
b. Activity-driven analysis
In the activity-driven method, expression is a prerequisite to screening from the shotgun or cosmid clone libraries. This method has the shortcoming that desired genetic resources have to be explored through heterologous expression, for example, the genetic trait and organization of inserts should be compatible with the host system. The codon usage and/ or folding machinery should be also similar. Still, however, Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the steps involved in sequence-and activity-driven analyses of metagenome libraries with target sequence or activity from environmental niches. In the sequence-driven method, the probe sequence is DNA from known or putative sequence from sequence data bases such as GenBank it is widely attempted because it solves some of problems in the sequence-driven approach relying on the known sequence information [9] . Considering functional expression, a precondition for the industrial application of genes discovered, it is obviously an advantage that genes expressed in specifi c cells can be screened. However, it is also partly inevitable to screen some genes from uncultivable cells not much different from screened ones form cultivable cells in terms of novelty, sequence and functional space. With the introduction of high throughput screening (HTS) technique that can detect even extremely weak activity at the maximum effi ciency, new methods are developed for fast detection of target libraries with a small amount of sample and time [25, 26] , but it is worthy of consideration to use, as an alternative, defective strains from which activity itself or similar activity to be screened has been removed [27] . In this context, we may consider the use of resources from several institutions producing and supplying knock-out mutants for ORF of E. coli (http: //cgsc.biology.yale.edu) or yeast (http://med.stanford.edu/ sgtc) as hosts1. The advantage of functional complementation related to the viability of hosts is that it is possible to induce growth only with very low activity. Besides, it can be a meaningful alternative to dig out genetic resources in the concept of library (host) to library (metagenomic DNA) by cloning DNA fragments in a broad spectrum range of plasmids and using various hosts belonging to the spectrum. Another useful method is the exploration of libraries by using in-vitro transcription and translation kits originating from various prokaryotic/eukaryotic cells. In this case, it is possible to use codons obtained from the partial sequencing of metagenomic resources to be explored and to adjust tRNA, amino acid, ribosome and chaperone (chemical or biological) artifi cially [12] . Depending on cases, libraries can be constructed using the synthesis of prokaryotic cDNA that excludes the co-cloning of promoter/operator, which is a major restriction factor of protein expression in a host.
Despite the potentially infi nite value of metagenome, results are achieved limitedly, for example, in enzymes and antibiotics that can be screened easily through phenotype. This suggests that there are many constraints in the screening process. Existing typical screening processes or exploration processes relying on hosts lower the expectancy of novelty in fi nding new genes. The discovery of new biological resources will be achievable not with existing traditional processes but with new screening processes that have novel spaces for sequence and function. However, even if the novelty or potential of unit processes developed is high, we need to use both of the two types of screening processes, namely, sequence-driven and function-driven approach.
c. Analyses and interpretation of metagenome data Analysis of information on the genetic function and metabolic capacity of metagenome sequence demands interpretation and comprehensive data management systems (Fig. 2) . Metagenome data are assembled and annotated using integrating management tools within the sequencing center. In addition, from integrated comparative analysis, we can infer the characteristics of dominant organisms in microbiomes. The specifi c functions and interactions between microbiomes are also understood. Data gathered in each assembler or fragmentary metagenome sequence data go through processes such as sequence annotation using a gene fi nder like Glimmer or Fgeresb and functional annotation like COG, Pfam, InterPro or KEGG [28] . Genes captured through these processes are compared with other known proteins in conserved motifs, domains and fold, which deriving the functional roles of the gene in-silico. Again with the predicted functional roles, a metabolic pathway is constructed and the metabolic capacity of the whole microbiome is estimated [29, 30] . In addition, we can analyze various aspects of a specifi c ecosystem such as species population and gene family through building the genome data of dominant organisms representing the microbiome in specifi c environment [31, 32] . After all, metagenome data will give the understanding of complex biological systems through on-line public databases and data integration using bioinformatics tools, which in turn will lead to a leap into systems biology. Although it is in its early stage, assembled genome analyzed in integrated environment is providing a window for forming more complete genomes, and is expected to reduce time and cost in fi nding and annotating new resources considerably [32] . In other words, complete analysis of metagenome data is partly impossible up to date, partly due to lack of interpretation systems but it is highly probable in the near future.
d. Limitation and overcome
The metagenomic DNA extraction process, which was known to be a hurdle for making metagenome libraries in the early stage, is being optimized into individual or combined processes [33] such as enzymatic lysis, bead-beating and chemo-physical method. Different from aquatic environment, activated sludge and enrichment community where it is relatively easy to isolate pure genomes, there is no generalized protocol for the extraction of genomes from soils containing complex physico-chemical elements. The reason is due to that the kind and composition of soil particles are varied according to area or ecosystem and that the amount of clay and organic humus detrimental to genome extraction is relatively high in samples with desirable microbial diversity. Furthermore, in case of gram positive or minority strains, it is known hard to extract genomes through a general process of cell lysis [34, 35] . As a solution, stable isotope labeling [36, 37] or single molecule PCR [38] has been introduced. Gel fi ltration, agarose plugs and/or electro-elution are also being incorporated into the extraction process of metagenome but there are still many diffi cult problems to be solved [39] . One of them is related to the library construction process using low-purity genomes and this problem must be solved in order to increase positive hits. The existence of organic humus and phenolic compounds has an inhibition effect on PCR or the cleavage effi ciency of restriction enzymes. If the sample is diluted to solve this problem, the probability of fi nding DNA fragments from minor strains will drop further. Thus, researchers try to obtain pure and large genomes fi rst and then do cloning them using fosmid [40] or BAC vector [41] , and subsequently do exploiting for valuable genes linked with phylogenetic or metabolic markers under condition with a reduced number of clones, but such a method should still raise the percentage of clones with insert. As a directed indicator of research on soil metagenome, the outline of the super-contig of individual genomes has begun to appear through shotgun sequencing and/or paired-end sequencing for some aquatic environments and enrichment strain pools, and the whole genome sequence of individuals in metagenome has begun to be completed [42] . Despite these technological advances, however, efforts are still continued to isolate pure genomes and make the libraries using them, to overcome the low positive hits of useful genetic resources.
As enrichment of mixed cell from ecological niches, which sacrifi ces diversity to some degree, is attempted as a method for enhancing the frequency of positive hits from metagenome library, we can access to active clones or target genes easily depending on cases [37, 43] . Occasionally, in order to improve homologous gene probing and prediction methods relying on available sequence information, Fig. 2 The hierarchy of metagenome data processing. Information concerning the present and possible future states of the metagenomes from various sources is gathered and processed by systematically integrative systems. This information results in various fi elds of applications that include, but are not limited to, environmental, ecological and industrial needs, some of which also provide a clue for the origin and minimal genome of living organisms researchers have tried RT-PCR, gene cassette PCR and microarrays for chasing a limited region of whole gene without restricting the sequence space of the other region [44, 45] . In addition, the improvement of the vector system and the extent of the host spectrum range are being attempted for the effi cient construction of libraries [46] , which are very important in increasing the frequency of fi nding useful genetic resources. These efforts will increase the use of the approach based on gene expression prerequisite to screening. Recently, a HTS method has been reported, which use a reporter protein and FACS through the introduction of SIGEX (substrate-induced gene-expression screening) linked with the fi nding of functional promoters in specifi c genes or operons [47] , but some problems are recognized [48] .
II. The value of metagenome resources
Besides the physiological and ecological values including population diversity, dynamics and their functional roles in ecosystem that have been explained with existing methods, there is an obvious reason for obtaining useful genes or physiologically active substances from metagenome. It is because existing methods for library screening relying on pure-cultured cells has been exhausted and it is very difficult to sustain the novelty of resources originating from culturable strains. According to what is known, biological degradation and synthesis is possible for almost every organic compound that can be synthesized chemically. However, regardless of the existence of related enzymes that have been identifi ed, the functional-and sequence spaces of resources obtainable from screening the whole of living organisms in ecosystem are still left mostly unexplored [49] . What is more, it has been proved that not only the functional protein has been resulted by divergent evolution but various active beings also resulted from convergent evolution [28] . Therefore, if hurdles in the screening process can be overcome, it will be possible to fi nd resources in new area. Of course, it is generally known that the approaches of screening from the natural niches are compete with protein engineering technologies that mutated or fi ne-tuned existing genetic resources in-vitro or induce forced evolution [50] . However, the limitation of engineering processes in exploration of sequence space and the problem of the stepwise screening process that cannot gather effectively the concerted effect of benefi cial mutation in alternative landscape may explain reasonably the strength of the exploration of metagenome originating from living organisms that already adapted biologically functional space (optimized in various landscapes) by evolutionary experience. That is, metagenome can play a signifi cant role as a method to access new genetic resources and get desired products from the highly precise, specifi c and selective enzyme reaction of thousands of substrates used in industry [51] .
One of major trends of research on biologically-mediated process is white biotechnology, which is to fi nd alternatives to petrochemical compounds using renewable resources [32] . Therefore, attention is paid to the production of fossil fuels by bio-conversion or fermentation using biomass. Thus, the acquisition of regulatory genes, metabolic enzymes and gene clusters related to the production of organic acids, alcohols and solvents are also obtainable from metagenome [52, 53] . What is more, organic compounds, which have been out of people's attention for economical reasons, are again spotlighted along with their application to improved price competitiveness, low risk of environmental pollution and innovative tools of genetic engineering. We also expect a large room for the role of metagenome in increasing agricultural productivity and the utilization and reformulation of biomass [54, 55] . Besides, research on human metagenome can derive the causes of diseases and new treatment methods through the analyses of qualitative and quantitative dynamics of microbial communities [56, 57] . Also, in response to the serious side effects of drugs, increasing drug-resistant pathogens, and ineffi cient prevention and treatment of diseases by existing drugs, we need to fi nd new natural inhibitors or suppressors in metagenome as a kind of antibiotics [58] . In this respect, there are many attempts to approach the new potential of metagenome resources through analyzing resistome formed naturally by biological species existing around the ecological producers of these substances (Fig. 3) . It is generally believed that such an expectation can be realized by research on metagenome remained in ecosystem through countless mutations, mutual antagonism, suppression and extinction in tens of millions of microbial species for billions of years [59] [60] [61] .
III. Big science to be led by metagenomics
The ecological and economical potentiality discussed above contains facts suffi cient to give a role to metagenomics as a part of big science in the future. The understanding of microbial diversity gives an insight into physiological and ecological characteristics, and research on genes and their functions using complete genomes in microbial communities can give the understanding of the functions of microbial communities in ecosystem and differences among microbial communities according to habitat [3, 62] . These efforts will establish system biology as a complete set of genes over individual gene targets and allow us to go beyond research in individual cells and to compare and analyze genome functions among individuals. The expansion from metagenome to metatranscriptome [63] , metaproteome [64] and metabolom [65] will make it possible to characterize environmental qualities and fi nd new functional genes or metabolic pathways, and give an insight into the understanding of microbial resistance, resilience and functional redundancy (Fig. 3) .
Genomic data collected through metagenome will be used ultimately in creating synthetically engineered species and solving global problems such as medical services and energies. The goal of synthetic genomics is to produce celllevel bio-factories, aiming at the biological production of clean energies such as ethanol and hydrogen as future energy resources [66] . As one of such efforts, Dr. Venter created bacteriophage artifi cially using chemo-synthesized DNA in 2003, and 'minimal genome' is currently under research [67] . Recently it has been reported that genome transplantation between mycoplasma species was made successfully, and this shows we are in the early stage of artifi cial cell creation [68] . It is expected that useful substances can be synthesized effi ciently by the method of making microbes as cell factories equipped with minimal but plentiful or suitable genome and then adding one or more genes for specifi c purpose. The assignment of speciality may partly be attainable through genes and metabolic pathways to be explored through metagenome.
Through metagemomics, scientists have obtained a new view to the microbial world different from traditional concepts and are working to overcome diffi culties in future society [69] . The exhaustion of natural resources such as fossil fuels will increase people's interest in biological resources using renewable resources [70] , and even just with this, metagenome is highly worthy of being studied. Microbial diversity is so extensive that it is impossible to estimate their history in the ecosystem of the planet, and even now at all of ecosystem they may continue to mutate in order to resist or adapt themselves to unceasing changes. In the aspect of the understanding of microbes, we may not be able to access the entire microbe resource even if a century passes and mankind advances deep into the universe through remarkable development of technologies. That is, even after the lapse of the 21 [st] century, metgenomics will still be a current science rather than a past science. With this fact, we may be destined to pay respect to organic matters, especially to living things.
